
 
 

‘CHRISTMAS ON MY MIND’ 
Synopsis 

 
When Lucy Lovett (Ashley Greene) falls and bumps her head she wakes up with a wedding 
dress in her hand but only remembers Zach Callahan (Andrew Walker), the fianceé she broke 
up with two years ago in Bedford Harbor, Maine, but not current fiancé Brad Martin (Clayton 
Chitty) in Portland, where she runs an art foundation.  Lucy learns from Dr. Caroline Albright 
(Jackée Harry) that she is suffering from retrograde amnesia, which should soon pass. 
 
As she drives from Portland to Bedford Harbor with her friend Anna (Donna Benedicto), Lucy 
reminisces about the family cabin left to her by her Aunt Audrey, who founded the art 
foundation Lucy now runs.  Lucy throws herself into all the Christmas traditions she used to 
participate in with Zach, hoping it will jog her memory about their breakup and allow her to 
move on.  She attends the annual Harbor Skate with Zach, where his brother Beau (Preston 
Vanderslice) strikes up an immediate friendship with Anna.  Zach’s current girlfriend Morgan 
LeBlanc (Debs Howard) shows up and awkwardness ensues among the trio.  Zach takes Lucy to 
buy a tree and she wants to know why they broke up but he is not ready to talk to her about it, 
leaving her still in the dark. 
 
Brad surprises Lucy in Bedford Harbor, and during the snowman building competition, 
Lucy/Brad and Zach/Morgan don’t really make good teams, while Beau/Anna win.  Lucy enters 
The Silent Night Pie Auction and Zach makes the winning bid for her pie, while Brad ends up 
winning the one baked by Morgan.  Brad decides to go back to Portland and breaks off the 
engagement with Lucy, telling her it’s obvious she has unresolved feelings for Zach.  Lucy leads 
the children in a Christmas-themed art project and loves doing it. 
 
Morgan tells Zach she sees his unresolved feelings for Lucy and sweetly breaks off their 
relationship, letting him off the hook, so to speak.  Lucy helps Zach decorate the Roadhouse 
Restaurant.  Lucy realizes that her role as CEO of her Aunt Audrey’s art foundation is totally 
bureaucratic and that she has not been following her passion there.  Lucy finally remembers the 
breakup, and that it was Zach who broke it off with her, which is why she ran away to Portland 
two years earlier to lose herself in taking over the art foundation.  Furious at Zach for letting 
her think all this time that she had broken up with him, Lucy walks away from him. 
 
Back in Portland, a long-lost letter from her Aunt Audrey tells Lucy everything she needs to 
know in order to get her life back on the right track.  With her memory completely resolved and 
a new sense of clarity, Lucy makes the trip back to Bedford Harbor to find Zach.  What happens 
next will either close the door on her past with Zach or pave the way for a beautiful future 
together. 
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